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ACCIDENT
Aircraft Type and Registration:

Maule MXT-7-180, G-BZDT

No & Type of Engines:

1 Lycoming O-360-C1F piston engine

Category:

1.3

Year of Manufacture:

2000

Date & Time (UTC):

25 October 2005 at 1700 hrs

Location:

Portadown, Northern Ireland

Type of Flight:

Private

Persons on Board:

Crew - 1

Passengers - None

Injuries:

Crew - 1 (Minor)

Passengers - N/A

Nature of Damage:

Aircraft damaged beyond economic repair

Commander’s Licence:

Private Pilot’s Licence

Commander’s Age:

42 years

Commander’s Flying Experience:

480 hours (of which 290 were on type)
Last 90 days - 60 hours
Last 28 days - 45 hours

Information Source:

Aircraft Accident Report Form submitted by the pilot

The aircraft was being ﬂown to a private grass strip

attempt to climb away. However, an uncommanded roll

near Portadown where it was occasionally kept. Due to

to the left led to a nose low attitude and the left wing

recent rainfall and a strong south-westerly wind the pilot

and propeller struck the ground before control could be

decided to inspect the landing strip by means of a low

regained. The aircraft then cart wheeled onto its right

overﬂight, prior to landing. He conﬁgured the aircraft

wing before coming to rest against some trees. The

with two stages of ﬂap, reduced speed and descended to

pilot, who was wearing a lap and diagonal harness, was

approximately 100 ft agl over the threshold of the strip’s

rendered unconscious for a short period before vacating

south-easterly runway.

the aircraft without assistance.

On ﬂying down the runway

he observed surface water patches and, noting a 15 kt
crosswind, decided to divert to Belfast International

Evidence indicates that the aircraft ﬂew into an area

Airport where the aircraft was normally based. Just

of turbulence when downwind of buildings and trees

before he initiated the diversion, and whilst still at

adjacent to the runway. In attempting to ﬂy out of the

100 ft agl, the aircraft encountered severe turbulence

downdraughts whilst at a low airspeed a rapid selection

with downdraughts and lost height. Full power was

of a positive pitch attitude is likely to have caused the

applied and a positive pitch attitude was selected in an

aircraft to stall. An associated wing drop would lead to
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the roll and subsequent nose low attitude described by

to be in the raised position; any reduction in the ﬂap

the pilot. Such a stall would have been irrecoverable

setting during the attempt to climb away would also

from 100 ft agl. The ﬂaps in the wreckage were found

have increased the likelihood of an aerodynamic stall.

Figure 1
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